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Abstract Measuring and detecting graph similarities is an important topic with nu-
merous applications. Early algorithms often incur quadratic time or higher, making
them unsuitable for graphs of very large scales. Motivated by the cooling process
of an object in a thermodynamic system, we devise a new method for measuring
graph similarities that can be carried out in linear time. Our algorithm, called Ran-
dom Walker Termination (RWT), employs a large number of random walkers to
capture the structure of a given graph using termination rates in a time sequence.
To verify the effectiveness of the RWT algorithm, we use three major graph mod-
els, namely, the Erdős-Rényi random graphs, the Watts-Strogatz small-world graphs,
and the Barabási-Albert preferential-attachment graphs, to generate graphs of differ-
ent sizes. We show that the RWT algorithm performs well for graphs generated by
these models. Our experiment results agree with the actual similarities of generated
graphs. Using self-similarity tests, we show that RWT is sufficiently stable to gener-
ate consistent results. We use the graph edge rerouting test and the cross model test to
demonstrate that RWT can effectively identify structural similarities between graphs.

Keywords Graph similarity · Large-scale graphs · Linear-time algorithm

1 Introduction

Detecting similarities between graphs of very large scales, e.g., between online social
networks and knowledge networks (Gong 2009; Fang et al. 2011), asks for linear-time
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algorithms. Classic graph similarity algorithms that measure isomorphism on max-
imum (or minimum) subgraphs (or super graphs) are not suitable for large graphs
because they incur high computational complexity. Approximate measures on cer-
tain graph signatures (e.g., degree distribution), although efficient, may not be able to
truly represent structural similarities.

To overcome these problems we devise a new measure and a linear-time algo-
rithm, called Random Walker Termination (RWT), to detect structural similarities
between graphs. Our measure is a stochastic process based on a large number of
random walkers with a small number of iterations, motivated by the cooling pro-
cess of an object in a thermodynamic system. Three major graph models, namely,
the Erdős-Rényi random graphs, the Watts-Strogatz small-world graphs, and the
Barabási-Albert preferential-attachment graphs are used to generate synthetic graphs
for testing the effectiveness of the RWT algorithm. Experiment results indicate good
agreements with the actual similarities of generated graphs. To study the stochastic
nature of the algorithm, we also carry out a number of self-similarity tests to show
that RWT is stable. We also use the graph edge rerouting test and the cross model
test to demonstrate that RWT can effectively identify structural similarities between
graphs.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2 we briefly review previous
work on measuring graph similarities. In Sect. 3 we present our new measure and the
RWT algorithm. In Sect. 4 we present a number of numerical experiment results of
the RWT algorithm. In Sect. 5 we conclude the paper.

2 Related work

Identifying graph similarities has important applications. Isomorphism is the strictest
measure of graph similarity, where two graphs are considered similar if they share a
sufficiently large isomorphic component, or they have a sufficiently small super graph
in common. The difference between two graphs can be represented as edit distance,
that is, the number of steps to transform one graph to another, with minimum editing
costs. However, since computing the exact solution of isomorphism requires expo-
nential time unless P = NP, such algorithms are not suitable for large-scale graphs of
interests.

Other similarity algorithms use local perspectives to measure similarity, based on
the idea that “two nodes in different graphs are considered similar if their neighboring
nodes are similar.” This recursive definition of similarity leads to an iterative updating
process, where similarity scores between nodes propagate to neighboring nodes at
each step. Melnik et al. (2002) used a similarity flooding algorithm to match database
structures and find the correspondence between the nodes of two given graphs. The
SimRank algorithm, devised by Jeh and Widom (2002), computes the self-similarity
of a graph, that is, the similarities between all pairs of nodes in one graph. A recursive
method proposed by Zager and Verghese (2008) introduces the idea of coupling the
similarity scores of both nodes and edges.

Extensive research has been conducted to identify useful features of graphs and
use them to measure similarities. The key idea is that certain features of given graphs,
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also referred to as the “signatures”, are expected to be similar if the graphs are similar.
Common graph features include degree distributions, diameters, and graph spectrum
eigenvalues (Cha 2007). These methods often scale well for large inputs, for they
map the graphs to several statistical measures that are much smaller in size than
the original graphs. However, such features may not produce desirable accuracy. For
example, degree distributions, when used as the only measure for similarity, would
not truly represent structural similarities between two graphs. Note that it is also
possible that two graphs with high similarity may have different numbers of nodes
and different numbers of edges.

3 Random walker termination similarity measurement

In a thermodynamic system, the expansion of heat content in an object depends on
the shape of the object, the internal structure of the object, and the environment the
object is in. Consider a cooling process for two objects of the same material with
similar shapes in the same environment. They are expected to have a similar heat
transfer pattern. On the other hand, if the structures and shapes of two objects are
substantially different, the cooling processes are expected to be significantly different.

Based on this observation, if we assign each node of a given graph with an initial
energy level associated with its degree, then the whole graph can be thought of as
a thermodynamic object. Energy units can exchange freely between nodes along the
edges. When a certain node reaches the lower bound of energy threshold, it stops
emitting energy and starts to absorb energy. In this manner, the graph will stochasti-
cally “cool down” in time. If two graphs are structurally similar, they are expected to
follow a similar cooling process and the time series for such cooling process can be
used for detecting similarities. Using random walkers and stochastic random walks
would be a natural simulation of such cooling process.

3.1 Random walks on graphs

Random walks are used in many models in mathematics and physics. The classical
theory of random walks deals with random walks on simple, but infinite graphs (such
as grids), and studies their qualitative behaviors: Does a random walk return to its
starting point with a given probability? Does it return infinitely often? Random walks
on finite graphs have received much attention in recent years, and extensive studies on
quantitative properties have been conducted. A step in a random walk can be defined
as follows:

Definition 1 (Random walk) A step in a random walk on an undirected graph G =
(V ,E) is the movement from node i to j with probability p(j |i) = 1/di , where
(i, j) ∈ E and di is the degree of node i.

A random walk is a time-reversible finite Markov chain, and the theory of ran-
dom walks on graphs and the theory of finite Markov chains are quite similar (Lo-
vasz 1993). Early studies have shown that random walks may have strong relations
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with the spectrum of graphs, especially with a class of natural kernels based on heat
equations, called diffusion kernels (Kondor and Lafferty 2002). The random-walk
approach has shown to be powerful and flexible on quantifying properties of graphs.

3.2 The RWT algorithm

We devise a new measure of structural similarity for graphs using a number of random
walkers and a time series. In particular, instead of studying the probability of random-
walk paths, we are concerned about the termination rate of random walkers on a graph
with a dynamic set of sink nodes (a random walker dies when it reaches a sink node).

Given an undirected graph G = (V ,E), we assign di random walkers on each
node i to begin with, where di is the degree of node i. Define a sink threshold, φ, so
that if the number of walkers on node i is not greater than φ, then node i becomes a
sink node. Note that once a node becomes a sink, it remains as a sink. During each
iteration, each walker randomly chooses one of its neighboring nodes. If the chosen
node is not a sink, then the walker will move to it; otherwise the walker dies. The
overall termination rate is calculated at the end of each iteration. Let k be the number
of iterations. Then a k-Random Walker Termination (k-RWT) algorithm is obtained,
as shown in the following pseudocode.

CALC_RWT (G,k,φ)

� G : input graph, k : number of iterations, φ : sink threshold
1 for each node i in G

2 do walkers[i] ← i.degree
3 walkers_next[i] ← 0
4 total_walkers ← walkers.sum
5 while (k)
6 do for each node i in G

7 do for each walker on node i

8 do j ← randomly pick a neighbor of node i

9 if (walkers[j ] > φ)
10 then walkers_next[j ] increases by 1
11 else total_walkers decrease by 1
12 � end of for
13 � end of for
14 zero(walkers[])
15 swap(walkers,walkers_next)
16 rate ← calculate the termination rate
17 RWT.append(rate)
18 k ← k − 1
19 � end of while
20 return RWT

We use the k-element vector RWT of termination rates obtained for each graph
as a signature that represents the structure of the graph, and calculate RWTScore with
two RWTs to determine the similarity score between two graphs.
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Definition 2 (RWT score) Let U = 〈u1, . . . , ul〉 and V = 〈v1, . . . , vm〉 be two RWTs
for graphs G and H . Define a normalization factor N(u,v) as follows: N(u,v) =
u + v if u + v �= 0 and 1 otherwise. Let

RWTScore(U,V ) =
k∑

i=1

|ui − vi |
N(ui, vi)

, where k = min{l,m}.

Note that in the case when U and V have different dimensions, we should calculate
RWTScore by aligning the two with the minimum dimension of U and V . The range
of RWTScore is [0, k], and a smaller score means a better similarity of the two graphs.

Definition 3 (α-Similarity) Two graphs G and H are α-similar if

RWTScore(G,H) ≤ α.

While the selection of the α value would depend on the underlying graphs, in
general, setting α to 0.1 is deemed appropriate.

Note that the similarity measured by RWT scores contains the case of “scale sim-
ilarity”. That is, two graphs are considered scaly similar if they are both generated
using the same model with similar growth parameters, regardless their current sizes.
Although this kind of similarity is quite useful in some scenarios, e.g., in finding
objects that follow the same growing dynamics but in different time phases, in most
cases, the similarity measurement requires that two similar graphs be of about the
same size. Therefore, we should also apply a secondary filter of edge ratio and vertex
ratio on top of RWT scores, to eliminate any similar pairs with different sizes.

The complexity of the RWT algorithms depends on the total number of random
walkers and the number of iterations (which is a small fixed constant). Thus, the time
complexity is linear in terms of the size of the input graph. The linear-time complexity
guarantees that the RWT algorithm is efficient even on large-scale inputs. The RWT
algorithm may also be applied in a distributed environment, since the random walking
of each walker is independent from each other. Through appropriate communications
within a distributed system, the time needed for calculating RWTs can be further
reduced.

4 Numerical experiments

In this section, we use randomly generated synthetic graphs to test the accuracy
of the RWT algorithm. Three major graph models, namely, Erdős-Rényi random
graphs, Watts-Strogatz small world graphs, and Barabási-Albert preferential attach-
ment graphs are used to generate graphs of different sizes. The number of iterations
of RWT algorithm is set to 10. To determine the threshold, we first sort node degrees
in increasing order, and pick the first 20 % position’s degree as the threshold. Data
experiments are focused on stability and the ability to identify similar graphs. Exper-
iment results show good agreements with the actual similarities of generated graphs.
Regarding the stochastic nature of the algorithm, we also conduct self-similarity ex-
periments to show that RWT is stable.
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Fig. 1 Erdős-Rényi random
graph

4.1 Graph models

4.1.1 Erdős-Rényi random graphs

The Erdős-Rényi (1960) model (ER) generates random graphs with equal probability
of creating new edges between nodes, independently of the other edges. There are two
parameters n and p, where the graph initially has n nodes and each edge is introduced
with probability p for each pair of nodes. The expected number of edges is

(
n
2

)
p.

Let D be a random variable that represents the degree of a node in an Erdős-Rényi
graph. Then E(D), the expected vale of D, satisfies E(D) = (n − 1)p and

P(D = d) =
(

n − 1

d

)
pd(1 − p)n−1−d .

Keeping the expected degree constraint as n → ∞, D can be approximated by a
Poisson random variable with λ = (n − 1)p, and

P(D = d) = e−λλd/d!.
This degree distribution falls off faster than an exponential in d , and so is not a power-
law distribution. Figure 1 shows an Erdős-Rényi graph of 60 nodes.

4.1.2 Watts-Strogatz small-world graphs

The Watts-Strogatz (1998) model (WS) generates graphs with small-world proper-
ties, including short average path lengths and high clustering.

Given the number of nodes N , the mean degree K , and the rewiring probability β ,
where N 
 K 
 ln(N) 
 1, the model constructs an undirected graph of N nodes
and NK/2 edges in the following way: First construct a regular ring lattice, a graph
of N nodes each connected to K neighbors with K/2 neighbors on each side. Then,
for every node ni ∈ {n0, . . . , nN−1}, take every edge (ni, nj ) with i < j , and rewire it
with probability β . Rewiring is done by replacing edge (ni, nj ) with an edge (ni, nl),
where nl is chosen with probability β . Figure 2 shows a Watts-Strogatz graph with
N = 40, K = 6 and β = 0.3.
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Fig. 2 Watts-Strogatz
small-world graph, where
N = 40, K = 6, and β = 0.3

4.1.3 Barabási-Albert preferential attachment graphs

The Barabási-Albert (2002) model (BA) generates scale-free networks using a pref-
erential attachment mechanism. By preferential attachment it means that the more
connections a node has, the more likely it is to be connected to new links. That is,
nodes with higher degrees have stronger ability to attract new connections.

To construct a Barabási-Albert graph, the graph should initially contain m nodes,
where m ≥ 2 and the degree of each node in the initial graph should be at least 1.
New nodes are added to the network one at a time. A new node is connected to the
existing nodes with a probability proportional to the number of links in the graph at
this time. The probability that a new node is connected to node i is determined by

pi = ki∑
j kj

,

where ki is the degree of node i and
∑

j kj is the total degree of the graph at this time.
Heavily linked nodes, a.k.a. hubs, tend to accumulate more links quickly, while nodes
with small degrees are unlikely to be chosen to form a new edge. The new nodes have
a preference to attach themselves to the already heavily linked nodes. Figure 3 shows
a Barabási-Albert graph of 60 nodes.

4.2 Self-similarity stability

Since the RWT algorithm is based on random walks with multiple walkers, we would
need to validate that the algorithm is stable in generating consistent results. Self sim-
ilarity is the most effective way to test stability.

In a self-similarity test, we generate a graph and apply RWT on two identical
copies of it. Since the graphs for comparison are exactly the same, the RWT score
is expected to be close to zero, but not exactly zero because of stochastic behaviors.
Using the three graph models we described in previous sections, we randomly gen-
erate graphs ranging from 100 nodes to 3000 nodes, and test the similarity of each
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Fig. 3 Barabási-Albert
preferential attachment graph

graph against itself. Figure 4 shows the average self-similarity score and error ranges
versus node sizes for all three graph models.

The self-similarity RWT scores in all three models are sufficiently small to con-
clude that each graph is similar to itself. The RWT scores gradually approach to zero
as the sizes of graphs increase. This is expected as the stochastic behavior becomes
smoother on bigger systems. At a 1000-nodes graph, the average score can be as
small as 0.0036. The consistency of the results shows that the RWT algorithm is sta-
ble in terms of graph types and sizes, and the large graph size increases the stability
of the algorithm.

4.3 Graph edge rerouting

In this experiment, we test whether the RWT algorithm can identify small changes
in a graph. We randomly generate graphs of edges ranging from 50 to 1000 for each
of the three graph models, and reroute selected edges at random, but maintain graph
properties (such as preferential attachment). The numbers of selected edges ranged
from 1 to 50. The rerouted graph is then compared with the original graph, and the
RWT score is calculated. Figure 5 shows the RWT score plotting of edge rerouting on
each of the three models. In the Erdős-Rényi model, edge rerouting is not expected
to change the graph structure dramatically, while in both the Watts-Strogatz model
and the Barabási-Albert model, edge rerouting is expected to affect the graph struc-
ture in a big way, the more edges are rerouted, the more changes will be made. Our
experiment results confirm these intuitions.

Edge rerouting similarity essentially tests the algorithm’s ability to detect gradu-
ally changes in graph structures. In all three models, the two graphs for comparison
become less similar as the number of rerouted edges increases. We also note that edge
rerouting has much bigger impact on Barabási-Albert graphs, with significantly less
influence on Erdős-Rényi graphs.

In an Erdős-Rényi graph, edges are randomly added uniformly between nodes.
That is, every node is in an equivalent state and no edge is more special than the
others. Rerouting edges on such graph is nothing more than removing the edges first
and regenerating edges using the normal generating process. Therefore, the rerouting
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Fig. 4 Self-similarity and error
ranges for three graph models
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Fig. 5 Edge rerouting
similarity for three graph models
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Table 1 RWT scores of cross
model test Model 1 vs 2 Vertices Edges 1 Edges 2 RWTScore

ER vs BA 100 263 475 1.1147

200 1046 1900 1.1690

500 6259 11875 1.6337

1000 24872 47500 1.9921

ER vs WS 100 263 200 1.3383

200 1046 400 1.5537

500 6259 1000 1.3569

1000 24872 2000 1.2260

BA vs WS 100 475 200 2.3014

200 1900 400 2.3271

500 11875 1000 2.7603

1000 47500 2000 2.9754

does not seem to affect the graph structure too much. Although large portion of edge
rerouting could still result in structural changes, the impact can be expected to be
small compared to the other models.

On the other hand, in a Barabási-Albert graph, edges are created following the
preferential attachment, and so the nodes each have different priorities to form new
edges. Since nodes are not in equivalent state, rerouting on a Barabási-Albert graph
may put more impact for low degree nodes and maybe even cause detachment creat-
ing orphan nodes. Certain techniques can be applied during rerouting to avoid creat-
ing orphan nodes, but after certain number of edge reroutings, a significant structural
change is inevitable. Thus, it is not surprised that a large difference exists between
the original graph and its edge rerouted graph.

4.4 Cross model test

Finally, we randomly generate graphs of up to 1000 nodes, and calculate the RWT
score on each graph generated under different models (ER, WS, BA). Table 1 records
the similarity among all generated graphs. We can see that all graph pairs have high
RWT scores and none of them seem similar. This result agrees with the observation on
the actual graphs, that none of the graphs from different models should be considered
similar to each other, regardless of their sizes.

5 Conclusion

We devised an effective, linear-time computable measure called Random Walker Ter-
mination (RWT) for finding structural similarities in graphs of very large scales based
on random walkers and time series. We showed that the algorithm is scalable for a
wide range of input sizes on various randomly generated synthetic graphs. Three
major graph models, namely, the Erdős-Rényi random graphs, the Watts-Strogatz
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small-world graphs, and the Barabási-Albert preferential attachment graphs are used
to generate graphs of different sizes. The RWT algorithm performs well on all three
graph models, and the experiment results agree with the actual similarities of gener-
ated graphs. Built on stochastic process, the algorithm is sufficiently stable to gener-
ate consistency results. The graph edge rerouting test and the cross model test also
demonstrate good performance of identifying similar graphs.
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